welcome

to the club
congratulations

Receiving your diploma means more than just the culmination of your studies. It’s your ticket into an exclusive club.

You’re now a Waterloo alumnus!

Learn The Lingo

alumnus
one male or female graduate

alumni
a mixed group of male and female graduates
the alumni advantage

Being a Waterloo alumnus is all about staying connected and showing your university pride.

**Be sure to keep this booklet handy.** It’s your guide to the services you now have access to that will support your success, as well as perks so you can have a little fun along the way.
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Waterloo Alumni

more than 183,000 people have graduated from the University of Waterloo since its inception in 1957

of our alumni

42% are female
58% are male

35% of our alumni received their degree in the last ten years

there are currently 61,700 ecommunity members

of those alumni who have kept in touch with us...

Waterloo Alumni call Canada home live in the United States 143,796 8,750 live in and around KW 32,790 live internationally 7,622

of the 143,796

China (including Hong Kong) 2,499
United Kingdom 608
Australia 380
Germany 330
Singapore 264
India 212
Trinidad & Tobago 195
Malaysia 181
United Arab Emirates 167
Republic of Korea 160

Waterloo Alumni of the University of Waterloo since its inception in 1957

more than 183,000 have graduated from the University of Waterloo since its inception in 1957.
There are currently 796 alumni who have kept in touch with us...

- 8,750 live in the United States
- 32,790 live in and around KW
- 7,622 live internationally

**TOP 10 COUNTRIES**

1. China (including Hong Kong) 2,499
2. United Kingdom 608
3. Australia 380
4. Germany 330
5. Singapore 264
6. India 212
7. Trinidad & Tobago 195
8. Malaysia 181
9. United Arab Emirates 167
10. Republic of Korea 160

**Canadian alumni**
As an alumnus, you have access to **three complimentary career advising** sessions!

**Career advisors** can help you:

» Enhance your résumé and craft an effective cover letter

» Explore career options and develop job search strategies

» Identify your personal brand to know what skills set you apart

Keep using a **Waterloo email**
Search the **Alumni JobMine** for jobs posted specifically for Waterloo alumni! You can also post a position if you’re looking to hire.

>> uwaterloo.ca/alumni/alumni-advantage

Keep your skillset up-to-date! **Professional Development** offers you a 20 per cent discount on all in-class and more than 150 online non-credit courses and certificates. The 20 per cent discount also applies to the online Certificate in Project Leadership and the online Social Media for Business Performance Certificate.

>> uwaterloo.ca/alumni/professional

address after graduation!
alumni perks

We’ve partnered with some great organizations to offer alumni the chance to have some fun at a discount.

Check regularly for new offers and discounts.

uwaterloo.ca/alumni/perks

The Alumni Big Ticket

The hottest ticket in town! Free entry for registered alumnus and guest to all varsity regular season home games.

uwaterloo.ca/alumni/big-ticket
Alumni WatCard

Like a student WatCard but with a much cooler status!

Flash this card to access:

» Many electronic library resources
» TriUniversity Group (TUG) borrowing privileges
» A discounted membership at the Warrior Recreation Areas (PAC and CIF)
» The Bombshelter and Grad House campus pubs
» The Alumni Big Ticket

Request your Alumni WatCard today!

uwaterloo.ca/alumni/watcard

Continuing Your Studies?

If you’re pursuing additional education at Waterloo, retain your student WatCard. You can only have one WatCard at a time.
@UWaterloo enewsletter

Your monthly source for campus news, alumni profiles, current events and new perk offerings. Watch for it in your inbox the second Thursday of each month.

University of Waterloo Magazine

The University's premiere publication featuring alumni profiles, campus news, and full-length feature stories. Published in May and December.

Alumni Blog

From career paths to events, alumni from all programs and graduation years write about what’s important to them. Check out what your fellow alumni have to say every Friday.

uwaterloo.ca/alumni/alumni-news

Share Your Story

We always love to hear about what our alumni are up to.

uwaterloo.ca/alumni/alumni-news/share-your-story
who’s calling? we are.

Each year, Waterloo students call more than 135,000 alumni to ask for their support. Gifts fund programs and projects that enrich the student experience. But receiving this phone call is about more than just making a gift. By staying connected, you can also learn about the exclusive access you have to alumni services and perks.

SUPPORT US TODAY!

uwaterloo.ca/support
From Singapore to San Francisco, Waterloo alumni events are always happening.

Set in engaging atmospheres, alumni events can help you:

» Build your social and professional networks
» Hear about the work being done by fellow alumni
» Have fun!

Stay connected and let us know where you’re located so we can invite you to events happening nearby.

uwaterloo.ca/alumni/events
Waterloo Reunion

Come back to campus, catch up with friends, and start a new tradition reliving your fondest Waterloo memories. Enjoy the many activities across campus where you can share your Waterloo pride!

uwaterloo.ca/alumni/reunion

Gather your former classmates, teammates, roommates, or friends and plan your own reunion in the fall.
show your pride

Graduation Frames

Showcase your diploma and portrait in an official Waterloo frame to display at work or home. Featuring black and gold acid-free mats imprinted with the University logo. Available during convocation and online anytime.

uwaterloo.ca/alumni/frames
Your role in helping Canada’s most innovative University

**Turn pride into brand awareness**

Be ambassadors by sharing your Waterloo story and offering opportunities for other alumni, students, and friends of the University to connect with each other.

**Refer extraordinary university-bound students**

Join our recruitment team at an education fair or look for opportunities to offer advice to prospective students considering Waterloo.

» uwaterloo.ca/findoutmore

**Refer your employer and encourage them to hire co-op students**

Help grow Waterloo’s internationally recognized co-op program by referring employers that could benefit from bright and talented Waterloo co-op students.

» uwaterloo.ca/refer-employer
Connect with Your Fellow Alumni

**Alumni chapters** are volunteer groups that work to connect alumni in their area through different activities.

Want to know where the best restaurants are or how to build your network and make connections? **Global Ambassadors** are available to help you get acclimatized to a new city, whether you’re visiting for work or travel.

» [uwaterloo.ca/alumni/global-alumni](http://uwaterloo.ca/alumni/global-alumni)

Volunteer

We’re always looking for volunteers around the world to show their Waterloo pride and support the University. Roles vary from one time opportunities to ongoing commitments of two to three years and require a wide range of skills.

» [uwaterloo.ca/alumni/volunteering](http://uwaterloo.ca/alumni/volunteering)
global ambassadors

» NORTH AMERICA
  Barbados
  Georgia
  Illinois
  Missouri
  Oregon
  Pennsylvania
  Southern California
  Trinidad and Tobago
  Washington, DC
  Winnipeg

» ASIA
  Cyprus
  India
  Indonesia
  Israel
  Japan
  Malaysia
  Pakistan
  United Arab Emirates

» OCEANIA
  Melbourne
  New Zealand
  Sydney

» EUROPE
  France
  Germany
  Switzerland

chapters

» CANADA
  Calgary
  Vancouver

» UNITED-STATES
  New York
  San Francisco

» KOREA
  Seoul

» CHINA
  Shanghai
  Beijing

» HONG KONG

» SINGAPORE

» UNITED KINGDOM
  London
Alumni affinity partners provide you with beneficial quality services at competitive rates that may not be accessible elsewhere.

All alumni programs, services and publications brought to you by Alumni Relations are funded by revenue received from our affinity partners. The greater alumni participation in our affinity services, the more services and programs we can offer you.

TD Insurance has become a recognized leader in home and auto group insurance. As a University of Waterloo alumnus, you have access to the TD Insurance Meloche Monnex program. You can enjoy savings through preferred insurance rates and other discounts, highly personalized service and quality coverage — all designed to adapt seamlessly to whatever lies ahead for you.

Request a quote today at melochemonnex.com/uwaterloo or call us at: 1-800-339-1847.
As an alumnus of the University of Waterloo, you’ve worked hard to prepare for your future. That’s why we at Manulife are proud to help you become further prepared.

Enjoy affordable rates on Life and Health Insurance products that can help you be financially protected, no matter what comes your way.

For more information, visit manulife.com/uwaterloo or call 1-888-913-6333.

BMO® University of Waterloo MasterCard®
Support your school and reward yourself!

Every time you use your BMO University of Waterloo MasterCard to make a purchase, you help fund alumni and student programs.

Apply at bmo.com/waterloo

*T&Cs apply
We’re here to help you!

Alumni Relations

is a group of people dedicated to supporting Waterloo’s 183,000 alumni. Feel free to contact us if you have any questions.

Professional Schools

**School of Accounting and Finance** | saf-dev@uwaterloo.ca
- uwaterloo.ca/school-of-accounting-and-finance/
  - alumni-and-friends

**School of Architecture** | engineering.alumni@uwaterloo.ca
- uwaterloo.ca/engineering/alumni

**School of Optometry** | optometry.alumni@uwaterloo.ca
- uwaterloo.ca/optometry-vision-science/alumni-and-friends

**School of Pharmacy** | pharmacy@uwaterloo.ca
- uwaterloo.ca/pharmacy/welcome-pharmacy-alumni
Faculties

**AHS** | ahsalumni@uwaterloo.ca  
» uwaterloo.ca/applied-health-sciences/alumni-friends

**Arts** | artsalumni@uwaterloo.ca  
» uwaterloo.ca/arts/alumni-friends

**ENG** | engineering.alumni@uwaterloo.ca  
» uwaterloo.ca/engineering/alumni

**ENV** | envalumni@uwaterloo.ca  
» uwaterloo.ca/environment/alumni-friends

**MATH** | mathalumni@uwaterloo.ca  
» uwaterloo.ca/math/alumni-friends

**SCI** | sciencealumni@uwaterloo.ca  
» uwaterloo.ca/science/alumni

Affiliated and Federated Institutions

**Conrad Grebel** | grebel@uwaterloo.ca  
» grebel.ca/alumni

**Renison** | renison.alumni@uwaterloo.ca  
» uwaterloo.ca/renison/alumni

**St. Jerome’s** | advancement@sju.ca  
» sju.ca/alumni

**St. Paul’s** | stp.alumni@uwaterloo.ca  
» uwaterloo.ca/stpauls/alumni

*Not sure who to contact? Call 519-888-4567, ext. 32038 or email alumni@alumni.uwaterloo.ca*
stay connected

Join the “CONVO-sation”

#uwaterloograd

UWaterloo alumni
@UWaterloalumni
University of Waterloo Alumni Group

Moving? Changing Jobs?
Let us know so you never miss a thing.

uwaterloo.ca/alumni/update
autographs

You’re part of a club of more than 183,000 members around the world.

Welcome!